We present an alternative approach to finite-size effects around the synchronization transition in the standard Kuramoto model. Our main focus lies on the conditions under which a collective oscillatory mode is well defined. For this purpose, the minimal value of the amplitude of the complex Kuramoto order parameter appears as a proper indicator. The dependence of this minimum on coupling strength varies due to sampling variations and correlates with the sample kurtosis of the natural frequency distribution. The skewness of the frequency sample determines the frequency of the resulting collective mode. The effects of kurtosis and skewness hold in the thermodynamic limit of infinite ensembles. We prove this by integrating a self-consistency equation for the complex Kuramoto order parameter for two families of distributions with controlled kurtosis and skewness, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Synchronization in ensembles of self-sustained oscillators is a universal phenomenon, relevant not only for many physical and technical applications (e.g., laser arrays [1] , electrochemical oscillators [2] , and power grids [3] ) but also for the self-perpetuation of living beings. In such biological systems, the manifestations of synchrony are often spectacular-like the united rhythmic flashing of mating fireflies that attracts tourists over vast distances or synchronized brain waves that apparently speed up learning [4] . From single-cell organisms to animals through to humans, many species benefit from synchronizing their motions, metabolism, cell division, gene expression, circadian cycles and many other inner rhythms.
Arthur Taylor Winfree's model of large ensembles of self-sustained oscillatory systems [5] and its modification to an analytically solvable mean-field system by Yoshiki Kuramoto [6, 7] established the understanding of synchronization as a nonequilibrium phase transition. Since then, various extensions to this Kuramoto model contributed to a broader, more realistic, picture of synchronization dynamics in large ensembles: the generalization to higher modes of the coupling function [8, 9] , the introduction of a phase shift [10] to the coupling function, the addition (or multiplication) of noise [11] , and the investigation of different coupling network structures [12] . Two significant analytical achievements allow for a deeper understanding of the phase space geometry: the WatanabeStrogatz reduction for finite ensembles of identical oscillators [13] and the Ott-Antonsen ansatz for infinite ensembles of distributed oscillators [14] .
Most of the present theoretical approaches to synchronization concentrate on infinite populations, while the theory on finite-size ensembles evolves only gradually. However, only a few experiments study really large numbers (thousands) of oscillatory units [1, 15] , while experimental setups of populations up to a hundred oscillators dominate the area [2, 16, 17] . Many numerical and theoretical studies focus on the properties of either rather small systems-e.g., Ref. [18] explores the chaotic dynamics in a Kuramoto model with only 4 to 20 oscillators-or much larger ensembles of 10 4 or more oscillators, where most efforts are dedicated to the scaling properties of fluctuations of the order parameter [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
In this paper we explore ensembles of moderate size (typically 50 to 200 oscillators)-corresponding to realistic experimental conditions. In this respect, this study contributes to closing the gap between the two extremes of relatively small and very large ensembles by investigating effects that naturally emerge in small ensembles and extend to the infinite limit depending on the natural frequency distribution.
Our approach to the finite-size problem differs from the scaling-of-fluctuations approach adopted in [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . We dedicate the primary focus to the question: Under which conditions is a collective mode well defined in a finite ensemble of coupled phase oscillators? In the thermodynamic limit, the exact dynamical equations for the complex order parameter can be derived in some cases. The most prominent example is the Ott-Antonsen theory for the Kuramoto-Sakaguchi system [14] . In other cases, at least an asymptotic solution for infinitely large ensembles can be interpreted as oscillations of a collective mode. In general, the main feature that distinguishes self-sustained oscillations from the noise-driven ones is the existence of a macroscopic phase: It is well defined for self-sustained oscillations, but ill defined for noisy states where the amplitude can vanish.
In finite ensembles of Kuramoto type-in contrast to the thermodynamic limit-the complex order parameter fluctuates strongly. It is suggestive to consider a collective mode as a well-defined macroscopic oscillation, if the corresponding macroscopic phase is well-defined for all times. This means that the amplitude should not vanish (cf. Ref. [17] where this idea applies to experimental studies of a finite set of oscillators). Below, we study in detail the statistical properties of the minimum of the amplitude of the complex order parameter that serves as an indicator for the emergence of a global oscillatory mode. These properties strongly depend on the particular sample of frequencies. The observed effects can be traced in the thermodynamic limit by exploring distributions with controlled kurtosis and skewness.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we introduce the model and discuss the phenomenology of the complex order parameter dynamics for both infinite and finite ensembles. Section III introduces the minimum of the amplitude of the order parameter as an indicator for the presence of a collective mode. Section IV discusses the effect of sample kurtosis and sample skewness of the natural frequency distribution on the synchronization transition characterized by the introduced indicator and on the global phase dynamics, respectively. These properties persist in the thermodynamic limit, as we prove in Sec. V for distribution families with parameters for kurtosis and skewness, respectively. Section VI contains conclusion and outlook.
II. SYNCHRONIZATION TRANSITION: THERMODYNAMIC LIMIT VS. FINITE SYSTEM
In this section, we introduce the Kuramoto model of coupled phase oscillators and compare the dynamics of the complex order parameter in infinite and finite ensembles. We discuss the role of coupling strength and natural frequencies in both cases.
The standard Kuramoto model describes N nearly identical phase oscillators with weak sinusoidal coupling. Their natural frequencies ω i spread according to some distribution g(ω). Phases θ i are globally coupled with strength ǫ,
via a complex mean field Z, defined as
The absolute value of Z, called Kuramoto order parameter R, quantifies the degree of phase coherence in the population and thereby serves as an indicator for synchrony. Shifting all frequencies by a constant ω i → ω i + ∆ω is equivalent to transforming to a rotating reference frame with frequency ∆ω to the entire system. This rotational invariance proves beneficial in the thermodynamic limit, where the complex mean field rotates uniformly. This rotation becomes stationary in an appropriate reference frame, which us allows us to describe a synchronous state as a steady one. Similarly, scaling all frequencies by a constant factor ω i → σω i just scales time and the coupling strength by the same factor. Thus, without loss of generality, we set the standard deviation of g(ω) to 1 and shift the mean frequency to zero in all examples and all numerical experiments (in the latter case: after sampling).
A. Solution of the Kuramoto model in the thermodynamic limit
In the thermodynamic limit of infinite ensembles, N → ∞, the dynamics of the complex mean field Z as a function of coupling strength ǫ demonstrates a transition to synchrony -comparable to a nonequilibrium phase transition [6, 7] . In this section we recall a basic qualitative picture of this transition for symmetric unimodal distributions (thus assuming their maximum at the mean frequencyω) and describe a quantitative method for finding the order parameter as a function of ǫ.
States {θ i } with vanishing order parameter are always solutions, irrespective of the coupling strength. With R = 0, the oscillators perfectly decouple and rotate with their respective natural frequencies. Therefore, the individual phases are fully incoherent, i.e., uniformly distributed in [0, 2π), so that R vanishes exactly, reflecting the self-consistent nature of the problem. Another, nontrivial, solution with R > 0 exists above the critical coupling ǫ
The order parameter R as a function of coupling strength ǫ is typically continuous but not differentiable in ǫ ∞ c . Only distributions with a symmetric plateau aroundω produce a jump at the critical coupling strength [24] , with the uniform distribution as a special case [25] . (Multimodal distributions typically exhibit hysteresis [26] .)
Coupling strengths above ǫ ∞ c may lock only a fraction of the oscillators to a common frequency-except, e.g., in the case of a uniform frequency distribution, where the oscillators jump from zero to full frequency locking at ǫ ∞ c . The fraction of frequency locked oscillators increases with coupling strength, reflected in a growing order parameter. For distributions with compact support, the maximal frequency difference determines a coupling strength above which all oscillators rotate with the same observed frequency. As long as ǫ is finite, they maintain finite phase differences, and the order parameter asymptotically approaches R = 1. For distributions with unbounded support, the fraction of asynchronous oscillators is always finite.
Quantitatively, the Kuramoto problem in the thermodynamic limit can be solved as follows [27] [28] [29] . One seeks for a solution that is stationary (in the sense of a stationary distribution function of phases, see Ref. [14] ) in a frame rotating with some frequency Ω, i.e., ϕ = Ωt + ϕ 0 , where ϕ 0 is a constant. The relative phase ψ = θ−Ωt−ϕ 0 obeysψ
It is convenient to consider Ω and a = ǫR as parameters in Eq. (3). The distribution of phases ψ at given ω can then be expressed as δ(ψ − arcsin[(ω − Ω)/a)] for synchronous and (ω − Ω) 2 − a 2 |ω − Ω − a sin ψ| −1 for asynchronous oscillators, respectively. The definition of the mean field R can be expressed as a complex function of Ω and a, consisting of one real and two complex integrals (the other real integral, stemming from the asynchronous oscillators combined with the cosine, vanishes due to 2π periodicity):
In practice, both analytical and numerical integration of this equation provide a solution in parametric form with parameter a. First, as R is a real quantity, the imaginary part of the right-hand side must vanish. This condition assigns a unique value Ω a to frequency Ω for given a. For symmetric distributions, the imaginary integral vanishes and Ω = 0. The remaining real integral F (Ω a , a) provides the dependence of order parameter R on coupling strength ǫ, namely R = F (Ω a , a) and ǫ = a/F (Ω a , a).
For some special frequency distributions g(ω), the integrals in Eq. (4) can be calculated analytically. The simplest case of identical oscillators [such that g(ω) degenerates to a delta distribution] has only one nontrivial solution, R = 1. For a Gaussian distribution g(ω) = e −ω 2 /2 /( √ 2π), the parametric solution can be expressed via the modified Bessel functions of the first kind I µ [30] :
where A = a 2 /4. Similarly, the solution for the Laplace distribution g(ω) = e − √ 2|x| /( √ 2) includes the modified Bessel functions of the first kind I µ and the modified Struve functions L µ :
where B = a √ 2. For uniform distributions with mean zero, height h, and width 2ω max (with normalization 2ω max · h = 1), solutions with ω max /a ≥ 1 correspond to ǫ ∞ c = 2/(πh) with R in (0, π/4]. Solutions with ω max /a < 1 obey the parametric equation
Due to Eq. (1), oscillators with |ω i | < ǫR have a stable fixed point (i.e., lock to the frequency of the global phase), which is true for any coupling stronger than ǫ
This means that at the critical coupling strength all oscillators jump to full synchrony in the sense of full frequency locking. A number of other distributions can be integrated by the same method as well, for instance, the distributions listed in Ref. [25] .
B. Transition and phenomenology in finite populations
In a finite population, the solutions described above are not exact, most obviously evident in the fluctuations of the order parameters Z and R. These fluctuations start from a finite value ∼ 1/ √ N for vanishing coupling, because states with R = 0 are not invariant in the finite model. Fluctuations increase around the critical coupling and then decay for stronger coupling. Thus, the transition to synchrony becomes blurry when measured by means of the averaged order parameter. The details of the dynamics of the order parameters strongly depend on the way the finite frequency sample is generated from the underlying distribution g(ω). Here, either regular or random sampling may be implemented, depending on the specific question. Regular sampling by virtue of the quantiles of the distribution (i.e., inverse transform sampling from equidistant points) allows for a straightforward comparison between different ensemble sizes, as in this case the frequencies in each sample are uniquely determined by the system size N . Random sampling (i.e., sampling with some random number generator) results in a finite sample-to-sample variability which decreases as N grows. This variability of samples complicates comparisons, as a statistical analysis becomes necessary. Yet, it is the method of choice to fully represent the finite-size effects of the underlying distribution in an unbiased fashion. Figure 1 shows a typical time evolution of the complex order parameter in an ensemble of 50 oscillators for three samples of g(ω). In the two left panels, a normal distribution N (0, 1) is sampled (a) randomly and (b) regularly. Figure 1 (c) shows Z(t) for a random sample of a Lorentz distribution which is widely used in studies on the Kuramoto model because of analytic tractability in the infinite limit. In all three cases, the order parameter Z fluctuates around zero for small coupling strengths, corresponding to predominantly asynchronous motion below the synchronization transition. For stronger coupling ǫ, the complex order parameter Z = Re iϕ is clearly separated from zero. For moderate coupling strengths and regular sampling, only the amplitude R performs sustained fluctuations, while the argument ϕ converges to a constant (see Secs. IV B and V B for an explanation). In contrast, random samples exhibit sustained fluctuations in both R and ϕ, for the same moderate coupling strengths. In all cases, Z quickly converges to a complex 1 3 ) of the complex order parameter Z at different values of coupling strengths ǫ for 50 oscillators with frequencies: (a) randomly sampled from a normal distribution, (b) regularly sampled via quantiles from a normal distribution, and (c) randomly sampled from the Lorentz distribution. Note that in panels (a) and (b) we plot only ǫ = 0.8, 2.0, and 3.0, while in (c) we show ǫ = 0.1, 0.8, 2.0, and 7.0 for better clarity. The table shows the first sample moments of the three natural frequency samples: mean µ, variance σ 2 , skewness γ1, and kurtosis β2. All trajectories start from the same initial phases, randomly picked from a uniform distribution in [0, 2π), such that R(t0) ≈ 0. All numerical time evolutions in this paper use the fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme with step size 0.01.
constant for sufficiently strong coupling. The coupling strength necessary to achieve this state is considerably higher (ǫ ∼ 7) for the Lorentz distribution sample than for the two Gaussian samples (ǫ ∼ 3).
Most of the previous works on finite-size effects in the Kuramoto transition [19, 20, 23, 31, 32] focus on the statistics of fluctuations of the real order parameter R. Let us here focus on the phase of the complex mean field ϕ. This is important if we want to interpret the dynamics of the complex mean field Z as that of a complex amplitude of an effective collective oscillatory mode. As mentioned briefly in the Introduction, such interpretation is mathematically justified for the Kuramoto model in the thermodynamic limit with Lorentz-distributed frequencies. In this case, the Ott-Antonsen ansatz [14] reduces the dynamics to a Stuart-Landau-type equation for the order parameter Z. In other cases, such a reduction is justified at least close to the transition point [33, 34] . From this macroscopic viewpoint, the transition to synchrony in a population corresponds to a Hopf bifurcation from a fixed point to stable self-sustained oscillations of the mean field. The dynamics of the macroscopic phase ϕ displays the temporal coherence of these oscillations.
In all three cases depicted in Fig. 1 , the order parameter strays around zero for small coupling strengths but avoids an inner circle for stronger coupling. This implies a problem in the definition of a macroscopic phase ϕ for weak coupling: If amplitude R vanishes, then the phase of oscillations is ill defined. This suggests to distinguish the two domains of the dynamics of the complex mean field, according to the minimal possible value of the amplitude R min (see Ref. [17] , where this parameter has been applied to the analysis of experiments with a finite set of coupled oscillators):
• If R min = 0, then the macroscopic phase ϕ is not defined globally, and thus macroscopic oscillations are ill defined. The complex order parameter diffuses around zero.
• If R min > 0, then the macroscopic phase ϕ is well defined. It validates the term "macroscopic oscillations" and defines their coherence. The complex order parameter is well separated from zero.
In the following section, we focus on the properties of R min .
III. MINIMAL VALUE OF THE ORDER PARAMETER AS AN INDICATOR FOR THE TRANSITION TO A COLLECTIVE MODE
In the preceding section, we argued that R min is an appropriate quantity to characterize the emergence of collective oscillations in a finite population. In this section, we discuss in detail the statistical properties of this parameter. In Fig. 2 , we show the dependence of R min , calculated over a time interval 0 ≤ t ≤ 10 5 , on the coupling parameter ǫ for one random sample of a Gaussian distribution of frequencies. In contrast to time-averaged value R t which smoothly depends on ǫ, R min undergoes a sharp transition at ǫ min c ≈ 1.82. From a statistical point of view, the calculation of R min is less stable than that of the averaged value, as it is dominated by the tail of the distribution of R. This is illustrated in Fig. 2(b) , where we show R min as a function of observation time. For strong coupling, R min saturates already at about t ≈ 10 3 . By contrast, at weak or even vanishing coupling, where the oscillators effectively decouple, R min has no lower bound. Due to their different frequencies, a vicinity of any configuration of phases is visited and that vicinity shrinks with growing length of the time series. Thereby, arbitrary small values of R min become increasingly probable with longer observation time. The finite-time observation roughly follows the law R min ∼ t −1/2 (black bold line), which compares to a random sampling of a two-dimensional distribution of R with finite density at zero.
The numeric evaluation of R min is most unreliable near the critical point, where the decrease of R min (t) with observation time t is extremely slow (one can see several such realizations in Fig. 2 ). This appears unavoidable, because the time scale typically diverges at the criticality, see, e.g., Ref. [35] . Nevertheless, the sharp transition in the dependence of R min on ǫ is well pronounced and reliable for calculations, see Fig. 2(a) .
Beyond transition, R min (ǫ) follows a curve that is generally growing, but not everywhere monotonous. At even stronger coupling, several seemingly quite regular jumps dominate the picture. To understand this, a juxtaposition of R min (ǫ) and the individual observed frequencies Ω i of the oscillators (in gray) is quite instructive: The jumps correspond to events where oscillators join the major synchronous cluster, built by oscillators with similar natural frequencies. At these jumps, the number of incommensurate contributions to Z decreases and the dynamics of Z(t) becomes more ordered, and eventually periodic when all oscillators have joined the synchronized cluster.
Remarkably, the oscillators' observed frequencies reveal frequency-locked clusters far below the critical coupling. The vast majority of oscillators, however, joins the central synchronized cluster at about the critical coupling strength.
In Fig. 2 , we present the dependence of R min on coupling strength and observation time for just one random sample of a Gaussian distribution [see Fig. 2 (a) at ǫ = 0]. The next section discusses the sampling variation of the observed effects and the scaling with ensemble size N .
IV. EFFECTS OF KURTOSIS AND SKEWNESS IN FINITE ENSEMBLES
The moments of a finite random sample are random variables, distribution of which depends on N and on the underlying distribution. For instance, the mean of a Gaussian sample of size N of a Gaussian with variance σ 2 is itself Gaussian distributed with variance σ 2 /N . In Eq. (1), changing mean and variance of g(ω) merely corresponds to shifting to a different rotating reference frame and a different coupling parameter range, respectively. The deviations of the next higher moments, skewness and kurtosis, in contrast, cannot be rescaled and potentially determine properties of the transition and the dynamics in finite ensembles. In this section, we investigate the effect of sample skewness and sample kurtosis of a Gaussian natural frequency distribution.
A. Sample kurtosis of g(ω) determines the shape of the transition curve Rmin(ǫ)
In this section, we identify the sample kurtosis as the main reason for the spread of the R min (ǫ) curves, in par- ticular for the spread of the critical values of coupling at which R min becomes nonzero. Furthermore, we quantify the scaling of this spread with ensemble size. Figure 3 presents the results of a numerical experiment, in which we generate 100 frequency samples of a Gaussian distribution N (0, 1) for each of the ensemble sizes N = 25, 50, 100, 200. For 150 coupling strengths ǫ ranging from 0.7 to 3.3 and for each frequency sample, we initiate a time series from one fixed set of uniformly distributed random phases. We plot the minimum of R after observation time t = 10 5 (with initial transients of length t = 10 4 ) versus coupling strength ǫ. Each line in the plot is gray shaded (colored in the online version) according to the sample kurtosis of the respective frequency sample.
Kurtosis-the fourth standardized central moment β 2 = ω 4 i ω 2 i −2 -quantifies the probability weight in the tails of a probability distribution. The kurtosis of a Gaussian equals 3 (mesokurtic distribution), therefore comparisons among different distributions often refer to excess kurtosis γ 2 = β 2 − 3. Positive excess kurtosis (leptokurtic distribution) often indicates fatter tails-which in our case means many moderately extreme frequencies that require stronger coupling to join the synchronization cluster. Negative excess kurtosis (platykurtic distribution) corresponds to distributions with more probability weight concentrated closely around the mean [36] -here we have a broader range of small frequencies with an almost constant probability and few but extreme outliers [37] . This can be understood as follows: Under the restriction of unit standard deviation, the few outliers in platikurtic samples must be significantly larger in their absolute value than the many outliers in the fat tails of leptokurtic samples, because they must compensate for the tightly packed frequencies gathered around the mean to give the same standard deviation. Figure 3 shows that indeed the course and position of the curve R min vs. ǫ is highly correlated with the sample kurtosis. One can differentiate three groups according to the darkness (color) of the curves: light-gray (pink) for the most negative observed excess kurtosis, gray (green) for samples with nearly vanishing γ 2 , and black for the largest observed excess kurtosis. These three groups are well distinguishable for all ensemble sizes, and are characterized by the following properties:
1. Platykurtic samples of g(ω) (light gray, negative excess kurtosis) lift off from R min = 0 only at strong critical couplings. The curve climbs rapidly or even jumps to significant values of R min ≈ 0.4 . . . 0.6. These samples achieve full frequency synchronization at the lowest coupling strengths compared to other samples.
2. For leptokurtic samples (black, positive excess kurtosis), in contrast, comparably weak values of coupling suffice to synchronize a considerable central cluster. Thereby, R min grows sedately from a rather small ǫ min c . Due to the constraint of unit variance, the outlier frequencies must be quite extreme and thus are eventually synchronized only by much stronger coupling. Consequently, these samples require stronger coupling to achieve full frequency locking.
3. Mesokurtic samples (small kurtosis, gray) naturally lie between these two extremes: they demonstrate roughly a "standard" transition in the curve R min (ǫ), similar to that demonstrated by the regular sample generated by virtue of quantiles (black dashed curves).
In Fig. 4 , we quantify some of the qualitative observations above. Here we show the dependence of the value of the coupling parameter ǫ at which R min first crosses the threshold R min = 0.2 on the excess kurtosis for different system sizes N . The data confirm the inverse proportionality mentioned above. As a theoretical substantiation, we compare the results from these numerical experiments in finite ensembles with the kurtosis dependence of ǫ(R min = 0.2) in the thermodynamic limit; see Sec. V for details. The inset in Fig. 4 depicts the scaling of the standard deviation of ǫ at R = 0.2 with system size N . As expected, the variability decreases in the limit N → ∞ -approximately with ∆ǫ ∼ N −0.38 .
B. Sample skewness of g(ω) determines the drift of the global phase
Random sampling of g(ω) results not only in variations of the shape of the distribution, characterized above by kurtosis but also in deviations from symmetry with respect to the mean value (the underlying Gaussian distribution is symmetric). These can be characterized by sample skewness γ 1 = ω 3 i ω 2 i −3/2 . The main effect of skewness is a finite macroscopic frequency, Ω = φ t . Above, when discussing the theory in the thermodynamic limit, we argued that the macroscopic frequency vanishes for symmetric distributions. Figure 1(b) confirms that regular sampling via quantiles generates perfectly symmetric sets (for all i there exists exactly one j such that ω i = −ω j ) and the global phase truly converges in the supercritical regime.
In Fig. 5 , we present a numerical study on the dependence of the mean global frequency Ω on the skewness of g(ω) samples and on the coupling strength. First, we generate many Gaussian frequency samples and pick those with skewness close (±10 −5 ) to 1 of 20 target values of skewness, until having 20 samples for each. Each dot in the figure corresponds to the mean over the global phase velocities of the 20 samples with the same skewness. As explained above, Ω is only meaningfully defined for finite R min , thus cases with R min < 0.1 were rejected and the curves start from finite values of ǫ. The individual global phases velocities are the slopes of linear fits of the global phase after cutting a transient of 10 2 time steps. To clarify the dependence of the observed macroscopic frequency on the ensemble size, we perform calculations similar to those presented in Fig. 5 for different values of N . Figure 6 displays how the correlation of the global angular velocity with sample skewness scales with ensemble size at a fixed coupling strength ǫ = 2. We generate 1000 samples per N ∈ [25, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600]. In contrast to the former experiment, samples with all values of skewness enter the simulations. For small sample sizes, the spread in Ω for a fixed skewness is maximal. With increasing N , samples with high skewness get less likely. For N = 800, 1600, the form of dependence of Ω vs. γ 1 coincides very well with the theoretical curve obtained in the thermodynamic limit for skew-normal distributions with different γ 1 , which we derive in Sec. V. (4)] for skew-normal distributions with different skewness parameters α. Each marker shape corresponds to one ensemble size, for each of which 1000 samples of a Gaussian with mean zero and variance one are generated randomly. For each sample, the time evolution of ϕ at ǫ = 2, performed over t = 10 3 plus 10 3 transient, gives φ represented by one point in the plot.
V. EFFECTS OF KURTOSIS AND SKEWNESS IN THE THERMODYNAMIC LIMIT
In Sec. IV, we demonstrated that a significant part of the variability of the parameter R min and of the frequency of the collective mode Ω results from the sample variability of kurtosis and skewness, respectively. We further support these two findings by complementing them with calculations in the thermodynamic limit. In infinite ensembles, a full analysis of stationary solutions can be performed on the basis of Eq. (4), as explained in Sec. II A above. Instead of using a symmetric standard distribution of frequencies, e.g., a Gaussian, we explore distributions with kurtosis and skewness as explicit parameters. We thereby also embed findings of Refs. [25, 38] for rather artificial distributions into the context of finitesize effects.
A. Effect of kurtosis
We start with kurtosis. One popular family of distributions, where kurtosis is a parameter, is the Pearson type VII family [39] , but here excess kurtosis γ 2 ranges only from zero to infinity. More convenient for our purposes is the Subbotin family [40] (sometimes also called exponential power distribution), with excess kurtosis ranging from −1.2 to ∞. This family covers such important cases as uniform, Laplace, and Gaussian distributions.
The Subbotin family's probability density function de-pends on a main parameter p (and on an auxiliary quantity σ p that serves for setting variance σ to 1):
where Γ(x) denotes the Gamma function. Notice the symmetry of the distribution for any p. The shape parameter p acts inversely to the excess kurtosis γ 2 ; the exact relation is γ 2 = Γ (1/p) Γ (5/p) [Γ (3/p))] 2 . The limit p → 0, where γ 2 → ∞, corresponds to a delta distribution. The Laplacian distribution has p = 1 and γ 2 = 3; it has a peak at zero and fat tails, comparable to a Lorentz distribution. With p = 2, we have a Gaussian distribution with vanishing excess kurtosis. Finally, the case p → ∞ yields a uniform distribution with excess kurtosis γ 2 = −1.2.
The dependencies R(ǫ) for different values of the parameter p can be obtained from Eq. (4) . Because the imaginary part of the integral vanishes due to symmetry, we only have to calculate the first real integral in Eq. (4), which reduces to
by transforming to ω = a sin θ. This expression clearly shows the role of the distribution of the probability mass to either the center or the tails of the distribution g(ω; p):
The tails beyond |ω| = a do not contribute to the integral. We discussed the analytical integration of some of representatives g(ω; p) in the end of Sec. II A. For all other values of p, we solve the integral in Eq. (9) numerically. Figure 7 shows numerical solutions for different p and thus for different excess kurtosis values γ 2 , as well as the analytical solution for p → ∞, corresponding to a uniform distribution. The R(ǫ) curves stemming from the Subbotin family qualitatively fit numerical results of Fig. 3 . For a quantitative correspondence, it is sufficient to remind that the critical value of the coupling constant ǫ c is inversely proportional to g(0; p), which in turn grows with kurtosis. Thus one obtains inverse proportionality of the critical coupling on kurtosis, as illustrated in Fig. 4 via the dashed curve for the Pearson VII family, and via the solid curve for the Subbotin family.
B. Effect of skewness
Next, we discuss the connection between skewness and the mean frequency of the macroscopic oscillations by exploring a family of skewed normal distributions
where erf is the error function and the parameter α sets the skewness
Numerical solution of Eq. (4) for the asymmetric case requires an additional step, namely finding the value of Ω a for each a, such that the imaginary part of the integral in Eq. (4) vanishes. We first simplify the asynchronous integral for a general skewed distribution (α fixed) to
Note that this integral explicitly balances out the tails of g(ω) starting from a, i.e., asymmetries inside of [−a, a] have no effect on the global phase velocity. We iteratively approach Ω a for each a using the Newton-Raphson method. As mentioned before, Ω a is unique for each a, but still in order not to miss any roots, we explored a range −4 < Ω < 4 -far beyond typical frequencies in g(ω; α). Figure 8 shows the results; we use the same skewnesses as in Fig. 5 for a straightforward comparison. The correspondence to the numerical experiment with finite N is apparent for large values of the coupling parameter, while close to the transition, where averaging in Fig. 5 covers less than 20 distributions, deviations are large. At a fixed value of coupling ǫ = 2, the dependence of frequency Ω on the skewness in the family Eq. (10) is shown with a solid line in Fig. 6 . This dependence fits the numerical data very well for finite large ensembles. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Motivated by the approach of Ref. [17] , we characterize the transition to synchrony in finite populations of phase oscillators as the emergence of a well-defined collective mode. A collective phase is well defined only if a collective amplitude never vanishes. Therefore, the minimum of the Kuramoto order parameter over a sufficiently long observation time, R min , serves as a proper criterion for the presence of a collective mode by ensuring a meaningful definition of the Kuramoto global phase at all times. In contrast to the time-averaged value of the order parameter, R min undergoes a sharp transition. This allows us to determine a critical coupling strength ǫ c for the synchronization transition in each sample. This transition point can be determined with high precision by extending the time series along which the minimum is retrieved.
Furthermore, we attribute the variations of the coupling dependence of the explored parameter R min to the variations of the effective shape of the underlying frequency distribution, measured by kurtosis. Under the constraint of unit variance, kurtosis of a finite frequency sample allows us to distinguish whether either most frequencies are crowded close to the mean and few extreme outliers balance the variance or all frequencies are rather broadly distributed but without extremes. All samples lie between these two limiting cases of platykurtic and leptokurtic samples, respectively. In leptokurtic samples, the central frequencies synchronize at comparably low coupling strength and their critical coupling is accordingly small. The few extreme outliers require much stronger coupling to adjust their frequency to the central cluster. In contrast, platykurtic samples have comparably large values of critical coupling ǫ c but then rapidly climb or even jump to high values of the order parameter, eventually reaching full frequency locking at lower coupling strengths compared to platykurtic samples. These properties are well reproduced in the thermodynamic limit, shown by numerically calculating the stationary solution for the order parameter for a family of distributions with selectable kurtosis.
The second observation in finite ensembles where we were able to treat the thermodynamic limit in a similar way is the dependence of the mean frequency of the global phase on the sample skewness of some natural frequency distribution. The mean frequency and skewness are roughly anticorrelated. Ensembles with perfectly symmetric frequency samples converge to a constant, nonrotating phase at any coupling strength above transition.
Note that the considerations regarding the effects of kurtosis and skewness on the dynamics in the thermodynamic limit cannot straightforwardly be extended to distributions that do not possess the corresponding moments. A prominent example due to its analytical tractability is the Lorentz distribution. Actually, the only representative of the important family of alphastable distributions with defined moments other than the mean is the Gaussian distribution. Though moments are undefined, this distribution family has parameters for asymmetry and shape.
The approach of Sec. II A for the thermodynamic limit can be applied to distributions of any asymmetry and shape, provided the integrals in Eq. (4) converge. A remaining challenge lies in finding a meaningful procedure to relate sample asymmetry and sample shape for finite samples of the Lorentz distribution to families of continuous distributions, as we presented for the Gaussian ensemble in Sec. V.
Conceptually, a fat-tailed distribution of frequencies potentially contradicts the model assumption of nearly identical oscillators. In finite samples, the effect of extreme outliers on the collective dynamics is, however, comparably small due to a strong separation of time scales. The usage of the value R min as an indicator for the transition is therefore applicable to the Lorentz ensemble and to other fat-tailed distributions.
In this paper we applied the criterion of the existence of a global oscillatory mode, based on the existence of the global phase, to the Kuramoto model. It would be interesting to explore finite-size effects on collective modes also for other types of synchronization transitions, where, e.g., all oscillators remain unlocked and the collective mode is related to partial synchrony, see Refs. [41, 42] .
